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A NEW PROOF OF THE EQUIVALENCE

OF THE HAHN-BANACH EXTENSION AND

THE LEAST UPPER BOUND PROPERTIES

A. D. IOFFE

Abstract. The paper contains a new proof of the fact that the Hahn-Banach

majorized extension theorem for linear operators is valid iff the range ordered

space is conditionally complete. The proof is based on quite different principles

than the original proof of Bonnice, Silverman and To. The key element is a

reformulation of the extension problem in terms of linear selections of special

convex-valued mappings called fans.

Let y be a real linear space ordered by a cone K (which may be a wedge).

Consider the following two properties:

Hahn-Banach extension property (HBEP). For any linear space X, any linear

subspace L c X, any sublinear mapping P: X —» Y and any linear operator B:

L—> Y such that Bx < P(x) for all x E L, there is a linear operator A: X —» Y

such that

Ax < P(x),       V x E X,   and   Ax = Bx,       V x G L;

Least upper bound property (LUBP). Any set Q c Y bounded from above has a

least upper bound; in other words, there is an element sup Q E Y (not necessarily

unique) such that y < sup Q for any y G Q and y < z for all y G Q implies

sup Q < z.

Theorem A. An ordered space Y has the Hahn-Banach extension property if and

only if it has the least upper bound property.

This theorem has a long history which probably started (as far as more than one

dimensional Y is concerned) with Kantorovic's paper [6] where the implication

LUBP =» HBEP was proved for X being a normed space and P an abstract norm in

X. We refer to [3] for a proof of the implication in a general situation. Silverman

and Yen [9] (see also [3]) proved that HBEP implies LUBP if A" is linearly closed

(intersection of K with any line is closed in the natural topology of the line).

Finally, Bonnice and Silverman [1], [2] and To [10] proved that HBEP itself implies

linear closedness of the positive cone and hence LUBP.
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We offer here a new proof based on the utilization of a new class of objects

called fans (which are homogeneous subadditive convex-valued mappings). Occa-

sionally, they did appear earlier (see for instance [7] just in connection with the

Hahn-Banach theorem, also Rockafellar considered similar objects in connection

with monotone processes which, contrary to fans, are superadditive-the results

however remained unpublished) but now it becomes clear that for certain purposes,

say, in nonsmooth or convex analysis they are as natural as linear operators [4], [5].

Theorem A will be obtained here as an easy corollary of another (and perhaps

more general) Theorem B. Compared to the proof given by Bonnice, Silverman and

To, the proof of Theorem B seems to be simpler and more natural because it is

purely algebraic (as well as is the statement), not connected with any ordered

structure and not incorporating any geometrical argumentation.

Definition 1. Let X and Z be linear spaces. A set-valued mapping & : X —* Z is

called fan if

(i) the sets 6B(x) are nonempty and convex for any x E X;

(ii) 0 G â(0);
(iii) &(Xx) = \&(x), V A > 0, V x E X;

(iv) &(x + u)c &(x) + &(u), V x, u E X.

A fan is called odd if &(-x) = -&(x) so that (iii) holds for any X =£ 0, not

necessarily positive.

In this paper we deal only with odd fans.

Definition 2. A linear operator A : X —> Z is called a selection of & if Ax E

&(x) for any x E X. We shall say that S, has the linear extension property if any

selection of & defined on a subspace of X can be extended to a selection of &

defined on all of X.

Definition 3. Let ß be a family of subsets of Z. We shall say that ß has the

binary intersection property if any collection of elements of ß has nonempty

intersection, provided each two of them meet each other.

Theorem B. Let Z be a linear space, and let ß be a family of convex subsets of Z

which is closed under translations, summation and multiplication by scalars. Then the

following two statements are equivalent :

(a) ß has the binary intersection property;

(b) any ß -valued odd fan has the linear extension property.

Remark. Implication (a) => (b) was actually proved in [7]. For this implication to

be valid, it is sufficient to assume that ß is only translation invariant.

First we shall show that Theorem A does follow from Theorem B. If y, v G Y,

y < v, then [y, v] = {q G Y\ y < q < v} is the corresponding bounded order inter-

val. It is said that Y has the Riesz decomposition property (RDP) if

[y,v] +[y',v'] =[y+y',v + v']

for any pair of order intervals [y, v], [y', v'].

Lemma 1. If Y has either LUBP or HBEP, then Y has RDP.

Proof.  Implication LUBP => RDP is elementary and well known (cf.  [8]).
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Assume HBEP. Fix two order intervals [y, v] and [ y', v'] and consider the follow-

ing mapping P: R 2 —* Y:

P(t, s) = (l/2)(\t\(v -y) + t(v +y) + \s\(v' - y') + s(v' + y')).

Since y < v and y' < v', this mapping is sublinear. We have P(l, 1) = v + v',

P(-l,-1) =-y - y' so that [-P(-l,-I), P(l, I)] = [y + y',v + v']. Let a G

[y + y', v + v']. Then Xq < P(X, X) for ail X; hence in view of HBEP, there is A :

R2^> Y such that A(t, s) < P(t, s) for ail t, s and A(l, 1) = q. Denote q' = A(l, 0),

q" = A(0, 1). Then

q' < P(l, 0) = v,        -q' = ¿(-1, 0) < P(-l, 0) = -y;

q" < P(0, 1) = v',        -q" = A(0, -1) < P(0, -1) = -y';

so that q' G [y, v], q" G [y', v'], q = q' + q" which implies that [y + v, y' 4- v'] C

[y> v] + [y'> *>']• The converse inclusion is trivial.

Lemma 2. Assume that Y has RDP. Then the following two properties are

equivalent:

(a) & is an odd fan from X into Y whose values are bounded order intervals;

(b) <$, (x) = [-P(x), P(x)], where P: X -h> Y is sublinear.

Proof. Implication (b) =* (a) can be verified by direct calculation; in particular,

subadditivity of & follows from RDP. Now let (a) hold. Denote L = K n (-K),

and let L' be a complementary space. If / is a bounded order interval in Y, then

there are unique /», q E L' such that / = [/», q]. Therefore &(x) = [P(x), Q(x)],

where Q, P: X -» L'. It follows immediately from the properties of fans that Q is

sublinear and P(x) = -Q(-. ) (due to oddness).

Lemma 3. If Y has RDP, then the collection of bounded order intervals in Y has the

binary intersection property iff Y has LUBP.

Proof. See [3].

Lemma 4. If Y has RDP, then Y has HBEP iff any odd fan whose values are

bounded order intervals in Y has the linear extension property.

Proof. This is obvious from Lemma 2.

Theorem A follows immediately from Theorem B and these lemmas. (Observe

that in view of Lemma 1, the collection of bounded order intervals in F is closed

under summation, provided either LUBP or HBEP is valid. It is obvious that this

collection of convex sets is always closed under translations and multiplication by

scalars.)

Now we proceed with the proof of Theorem B.

Lemma 5. Let 6B be an odd fan from X into Z, and let B be a linear selection of &

defined on a subspace L c X of codimension one. Then B can be extended to a linear

selection of & defined on all of X if and only if

H (&(x + u) - Bx) * 0 (1)
xeL

for any u G L.
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Proof. If (1) holds and z belongs to the intersection, then we set A(x + tu) =

Bx + tz so that (when / =£ 0)

&(x + tu) - Bx = t(&((x/t) + u) - B(x/t)) 3 tz

which shows that^4(x + tu) E &(x + tu).

Conversely, if an extension A exists, then setting z = Au, we have A(x + u) =

Bx + z E &(x + u) so that z G &(x + u) - Bx for all x E L.

Proof of Theorem B. (a) => (b). The proof of this part is standard for theorems

of Hahn-Banach type. The only thing we need to prove is the following: if 6B is a

fan from X into Z whose values belong to ß, if B is a selection of <£ defined on a

subspace L c X and if M is a subspace of X such that L c M and dim M/L = 1,

then there is a selection of & defined on M which coincides with B on L. The rest

is obtained by standard induction arguments.

For this purpose, we need to verify (in view of Lemma 5) that

(<£(xx + u) - Bxx) n (&(x2 + u) - Bx2) ¥= 0       (xx, x2 G L)

and then apply Lemma 5 having in mind that ß has the binary intersection

property. The simple calculation 0 G &(xx — xj) — B(xx — xj) c &(xx + u) —

&(x2 + u) - B(xx - x2) = (&(xx + u) - Bxx) - (&(x2 + u) - Bxj) completes

the proof.

(b) => (a). Let {C,},e/ be a family of elements of ß such that any two sets of the

family meet each other. Let X be the direct sum of / copies of R, in other words, X

is the space of all real-valued functions on / which assume nonzero values only in

finitely many points. Then the set-valued mapping &(x) = 2íe/ x(i)C¡ from X into

Z is well defined. It is easy to see that â is a fan. Indeed, properties (i)-(iii) are

obvious as well as oddness, (iv) follows from the inclusion (/ + s)C c tC + sC.

Since ß is closed under summation and multiplication by scalars, &■ is a ß-valued

fan.

Let

Then L is a subspace of X of codimension one. Denote by e, (j E I) the element of

X which is equal to one at j and to zero at all other points of /. Then any nonzero

x E L can be represented in the form

x = 2 tn\ - S smeJm        (i„ ¥=jj
n m

where tn > 0, sm > 0 and 2/„ = 2sm. Let qnm = (tnsj/k where k = 2 tn. Then

Qnm > 0. Since all sets in ß are convex, we have

«(*) = 2 <7„m(q - cj,

hence 0 G @,(x) for any x E L.
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According to (b), there is a selection of & defined on all of X and vanishing on

L. By Lemma 5, this implies that DxSL &(x + u) ¥= 0 whenever u & L. Since

e, — ej E L for all i, j, it follows that

n c, - n aw = n m^ - *) + *,) = n «<* + ̂  * 0
¡e/ /e/ i'e/ iel

which completes the proof.
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